
Size: Circumference at the widest part determines the size; Small:  24cm, Medium: 32 cm, Large:  38 cm

It is recommended that use of the Groovi-Elbow cu� is in conjunction with treatment from your Physiotherapist.

We advocate that you continue using the Groovi-Elbow cu� for up to 1 year post-injury for all loading activities such as golf, 
squash, tennis or manual labour to prevent recurrence of your tendinopathy.
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IMMEDIATE RELIEF OF PAIN FROM TENNIS OR GOLFERS’ ELBOW
ALLOW DAMAGED TENDON TO REST
ACCELERATE RECOVERY
EASY TO APPLY
FULLY WASHABLE

See website for detailed instructions of simple tests and application of Groovi-Elbow cu�
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Use the following test to determine if the Groovi-Elbow cuff will 
relieve symptoms & accelerate recovery of your Tennis elbow

   Resist extension (upward movement) of your
   middle �nger and rate the pain experienced at the elbow out of 
10, with 1 being the least pain, and 10 the most, and worst pain 
imaginable.

       Tense the wrist extensor muscles by holding the         
       wrist in extension whilst applying the 
Groovi-Elbow cu�. The tear-shaped pad must be placed over 
the bulky muscle mass, approximately 6-8 cm BELOW the lateral 
epicondyle (outside bone) where the tendon attaches.

                  Retest mid-�nger extension and rate the pain experience out of 10       
                  (described above)
            If the pain has reduced, this shows that the Groovi-Elbow cu� will be        
            e�ective in reducing tensile loading of the tendon and allow it to rest to      
            accelerate healing.

Use the following test to determine if the Groovi-Elbow cuff will 
relieve symptoms & accelerate recovery of your Golfers’ elbow

      Push your middle �nger into the side of the             
      head (wrist �exion). Rate the pain out of 10, as 
described above.

       Tense the wrist �exor muscles by holding the wrist in �exion whilst    
       applying the Groovi-Elbow cu�. The tear-shaped pad must be 
placed over the bulky muscle mass, approximately 6-8 cm BELOW the 
medial epicondyle (inside bone) where the tendon attaches.

      Retest mid-�nger �exion and rate the pain experience  out of 10           
      (described above)
If the pain has reduced, this shows that the Groovi-Elbow cu� will 
be e�ective in reducing tensile loading of the �exor tendon and 
allow it to rest to accelerate healing.
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